Join Appeer for your IDP and see how your work directly shapes our product and watch it grow from idea to reality!

What is Appeer?

We are building the platform for gamers to organize their social gaming life. Appeer helps gamers to find like-minded people to play with, organize and represent their clan as well as themselves as a gamer across all their favorite games.

Who are we?

Appeer is a freshly formed start-up supported by UnternehmerTUM. It is our goal to develop a social platform for gamers. We have spent countless hours analysing the gaming market and found several shortcomings in existing services. This creates unmet demand which we will use to quickly grow our user base. The two founders, Tjorven and Philipp, have plenty of experience in early stage start-ups, especially in marketing, business development as well as financing. Benjamin coordinates the technological development as an experienced full-stack developer.

What you will work on:

- Develop an MVP in the form of a web application with the following features: Login, profile, search functionality, matching algorithm, Discord integration, and game statistics APIs
- You will work together as a team of 2 to 6 developers and in close cooperation with Benjamin, our technological advisor
- With our affiliated UI/UX designer Matthias, we will provide you with lots of input for all usability related topics

Why you should apply:

- We are still hitting crabs with a stick from a product point of view, so you have the chance to help build a product from scratch with an experienced developer as a sparring partner to assist you.
- You will be directly involved in the journey from idea to MVP, thus building the company and laying the foundation for a great start-up.
- We want to conquer the gaming industry, but at the same time have lots of fun doing that. If you like to laugh, you are more than welcome to work with us on site in Munich. If you’d rather work remote, that’s fine for us as well.

What you need to know before you start:

- Starting date: Date.now();
- Team applications highly welcome
- For further questions regarding the project, e-mail: philipp.derichs@manageandmore.de
- We will be conducting the IDP at the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute with Rebecca Preller (Rebecca.preller@tum.de)
- You will be supervised by the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute and will take 2 lectures (3 ECTS each) from TUM School of Management (e.g. “Entrepreneurship” and “Technology and Innovation Management”).

• You like videogames and coding?
• You have skills in Web Development? You’re an aspiring AI or Machine Learning developer?
• You are up for the challenge to kick off product development of a gaming platform?